URGENT NOTICE

BENCHEN LIBRARY is an integration of our two separate libraries—*Benchen Lekshe Gyunkyong Khang* at Benchen Phuntsok Dargyeling Monastery (Swayambhu) and *Benchen Sunggrab Gyunpel Khang* at Benchen Nangten Thosam Ling Institute (Pharping).

OUR AIM is to preserve and disseminate the precious treasures of ancient Buddhist wisdom for future generations. We are therefore dedicated to input, edit and publish them in modern book format or release online as eBooks. We also archive the teachings of Kyabje Sangyes Nyenpa Rinpoche and Kyabje Tenga Rinpoche.

COPYRIGHTS—Original works of our Rinpoches published in form of audios, videos or writings under the banner of Benchen Library are the intellectual properties solely owned by Benchen Library. Should you wish to reproduce, adapt or translate those materials, you will need to seek the permission from Benchen Library.

DEAR DHARMA FRIENDS! Please be informed that we have discovered dozens of unauthorized Facebook Pages and Groups created in the names of Sangyes Nyenpa Rinpoche and Benchen. Rinpoche neither endorses, nor in any way associated with those sites, nor does he solicit donation from anybody, for any reason whatsoever. Please share and pass on this message to alert as many people as possible.

*From the Office of Benchen Community, Benchen Phuntsok Dargyeling Monastery*.